Low quality of underwater acoustic images poses difficulties for machine vision. In some applications, this may be further complicated by the presence of unwanted objects, such as fish or other marine animals. We propose an unmanned system that can acquire underwater images of interested targets by using underwater laser. An underwater laser gated system is employed to catch realtime underwater laser images. VxWorks is running on an embedded platform and in charge of controlling the whole system. Algorithms for image processing and selfadjustment are implanted in the BSP for VxWorks, which enables the system to self-regulate in order to acquire better images of ROI. A PC can be used as an optional unit to watch the real-time result images and offer users an interface to fully control the system.
Introduction
Since the introduction of underwater laser transmission window in 1963 by Duntley S Q and Gilbert G D, many kinds of underwater systems using blue-green laser have been invented for underwater target detection [1] . Different from underwater cameras, an underwater laser system can acquire target images from 50 meters away or more which makes it very suitable for AUV's navigation system. A large number of underwater laser image processing algorithms have been worked out these years which means that specific methods have been ready for specific underwater targets. However, to integrate an underwater laser system into an AUV, there has to be a platform to do the following image processing and control the system for automatic image acquiring. When equipped with image processing methods and corresponding auto control algorithms, an embedded platform can take charge of an underwater laser system to get images of interested targets which are good enough for AUV's navigation.
In this paper, we demonstrate an unmanned underwater target detection platform that can acquire high quility images of ROI by self-regulation. USB client drivers under VxWorks and sockets that are used for data transfer within the system are described in Section II. The techniques used in this paper to integrate VxWorks with the underwater laser gated system falls into four parts in Section III: a description of the data flow between different units, a description of the control task built for this application in VxWorks, a description of the way in which functions for read /write synchronize with the one for Irpcallback, and a description of the technique used to receive data in time. Algorithms for image processing and self-adjustment are shown to be efficient to improve the quality of underwater laser images in Section IV. The paper ends with a summary and the future benefits derived from the techniques shown in this paper.
Communication

USB Client Driver
As exhibited in Figure 1(a) , the underwater laser gated system (ULGS) used in this paper consists of three parts: receiving unit, illuminating unit and communication controller (CC). When installed in a sealed cabin shown in Figure 1 (b), ULGS will have the ability to work in the water. The USB port in communication controller is the only interface for data transfer which forces us to consider how to control the ULGS as a USB device under VxWorks.
Junjun Jia described a framework in which VxWorks took control of a scanner and sent data back to a PC for further processing in [2] . This application was based on the transplant of USB host driver of VxWorks on a development board (S3C2440A) and the development of USB Client Driver (UCD) especially for the scanner. The merit of this design is that it only needs the USB descriptors of the scanner to implement the UCD, regardless of the inner configuration of the hardware. USB protocol is a master-slave structure. The device running VxWorks can be either the host or the target end of it. In this paper, we use VxWorks as the host end since it is the brain of the system and initiates the work of ULGS. Among the existing kinds of USB Host Controller (HC) and their corresponding drivers (HCD), UHCI is the one for Intel CPU so that we use it for our Pentium processer. There are four components to be included in the BSP for VxWorks, namely USB Host Stack, USB Host Stack Init, UHCI, UHCI Init, and this will enable the system to tell the insert of USB devices and acquire the USB descriptors automatically [3] . If a UCD for USB mouse exists in the same BSP, VxWorks can identify and initialize the mouse when it is plugged into the embedded platform. Therefore, users are able to use it as in other operation systems.
ULGS is a brand-new USB device to VxWorks. So firstly, the UCD we call it has to be registered in USBD which manages all the UCDs in VxWorks. What's more, a callback function is assigned to this hardware interrupt ion to make sure that the corresponding UCD will be called on ULGS's insert. When ULGS is plugged into VxWorks, its UCD will do the initialization according to its USB descriptors, including creating an in-pipe and an out-pipe for data transfer. Afterwards, the pointers of driver functions, such as create, delete, open, close, read, write and ioctl are registered in VxWorks's Drive Map to obtain a drive number. Finally, ULGS is added to VxWorks's Device Map with this drive number and a particular name.
Network
A network connection is built between a PC, the optional unit we use to watch real-time images, and VxWorks for data transmission. TCP/IP protocol is employed for this communication because of its connection oriented mode which makes it more reliable than UDP [4] since ULGS cannot bear a mistake in control commands it receives through the net.
VxWorks takes the role of Server while the PC works as the Client in TCP/IP protocol. When powered on, VxWorks will create a socket and listen to connect request. It's notable that VxWorks can finish the task of detection on its own when no PCs are connected to it, we call this the unmanned mode, for PC is not an indispensable unit to the whole ststem. When the connection between VxWorks and PC is built, the former will work in manned mode in contrast to unmanned mode, waiting for commands from the PC and sending data back to form images for users to watch.
Length of different kinds of data vary greatly from each other since a ULGS command is only as long as several bytes while an image can be more than 200,000 bytes. Using the same way to receive them will knock down the data security. To deal with this problem, particular headers are added to different kinds of data so that receiver can tell which kind of data it will recevie and take the coresponding method to get the following data.
Key Work
In this section, we'll describe the main techniques we use to make this system work as we design based on the communication module in Section II. Underwater laser image data enters the data flow through the receiving unit of ULGS and is processed into new ULGS parameters. A control task is initialized in VxWorks to coordinate the timing of different parts in the system. A semaphore is used to synchronize the functions for read/write with the one for USB transmission callback. At last, through repetitious query we avoid the difficulty to set the moment of data-reception.
Data Flow
Underwater laser image data will form in ULGS after reflected light is collected by the receiving unit. We design a data flow of four steps to fit in this unmanned detection.
As exhibited in Figure 2 , data will firstly be cut into three main parts as its definition, including image data, reserved bytes and a corresponding ULGS command. After this, a data check is executed with the ULGS command, the third part we get in the last step. ULGS will work as the right command we send to it, however, it will abandon a wrong command and catch an image with the setting of the last right one. In the data ULGS sends back, the command it used to frame the target will be added at the tail of the data, which makes it possible to take advantage of these bytes to check whether this update data is right or wrong by a simple comparison with the former command. Thirdly, image data will be passed to the image processing approach to analyze the result of image, after which the self-adjusting algorithm will use this result to produce a new set of parameters for ULGS. Finally, this new set of parameters will be encoded into a ULGS command and send to the machine for a new data collection.
Image data 
Control Task
VxWorks needs to work on its own, which means that when the whole detection system is connected and powered on, it should immediately have the ability to control ULGS and regulate the data as mentioned above without any initialization by human. Taking advantage of the multitasking ability of VxWorks, a new system task is created in which data processing methods integrate with the one for UGLS control to achieve functions as designed. The task, we call it process task in this paper, is initialized in usrAppInit(), which is an interface in VxWorks for users' applications. It has a priority of 110, registers with the name "Process", and corresponds to a function which is the core of the whole system. When this process task starts, it will initialize the USB client driver for ULGS and create a socket as a server for the possible network as we described in Section II. Then when ULGS plugs into VxWorks, the task will finish the initialization for it and light up the work cycle to acquire images. If a PC is chosen to be used, it should build up the connection to VxWorks before ULGS plugs in, so that the process task will work in manned mode, otherwise, it will do the detection by itself and no realtime images will be sent back for users to watch.
Acquire of Read/Write Result
One time of a typical USB transmission in VxWorks executes like the way in Figure 3(a) [3] . In our application, we hope the read/write functions can return the length of data sent or received successfully as their results, however, they usually only give a status of OK or ERROR of the transmission but not the details of it. Read/write functions have to wait the return of Irpcallback only in which these details of transmission, such as data length, status, direction, can be acquired. Figure 3(b) shows what we want this process to be like.
To achieve this, we use a semaphore to do the synchronization between read/write functions and Irpcallback. When an Irp is transferred, either for data sending or receiving (or we call write or read), read/write functions will suspend and wait this semaphore forever until it has signal. In Irpcallback, this semaphore will be set up for one time when transmission result is available which makes the waiting read/write functions continue with the next instruction and finally return the length of data we need.
Image Data Receiving
The interval between ULGS receiving a command and returning image data is 40ms~60ms, which is due to the internal operation of ULGS. It is not a fixed time span so that determining the moment as the beginning of data receiving in VxWorks is not only a hard job but also unprecise. In this paper, using the approach of repetitious query we successfully avoid this problem. After VxWorks sends a ULGS command, it will call the read function to acquire data and this function will return a length of data it received as a result. If the data length is too short, only 2 bytes as we find in most tests, it means that ULGS hasn't sent data back yet and the read function is called too early. In this case, VxWorks will read data again and then check the result to see whether the image data has come. This procedure will repeat until the data length is in the range which is big enough to prove the data is what we want. At this time, we can say data has been received. Tests have shown that VxWorks usually has to read at least three times to get valid data eventually. However, this method cannot promise to receive all of the data ULGS sends back because even in this way VxWorks doesn't synchronize with ULGS precisely when acquiring data. In Table 1 , we can see that 99.9850% of the total amount of data (262144 bytes as shown in Figure  2 ) is acquired on average. However, we have proved that the missing part of data is at the beginning of the image which looks like a black line at the bottom of the picture, and in Figure 4 it is clear that these lost data won't bring problems to the following image processing. 
Underwater Test
The underwater laser images shown in Figure 5 demonstrate the result of this unmanned detection system when ULGS working in passive mode which means that it only uses underwater natual light to form an image instead of emitting any laser to light the target. In contrast to this, images in Figure 6 are the results when ULGS works in active mode. Parameters used to get these images are in Table 2 . Brightness and contrast are the two aspects we intended to improve with the help of self-adjustment in this test. As can be seen in this sequence of images, the result images have been improved effectively, from which we can conclude that the image processing method used in this test works well and the self-adjusting algorithm is fit for this application.
It is notable that image processing methods and selfadjusting algorithms we used in this test are not universal and they will not be further discussed in this paper. 
Conclusion
Underwater acoustic images are in low quality which makes them not fit for AUV's vision system used in its navigation unit. In contrast to this, underwater laser gated system has the ability to acquire underwater target images whose quality are high enough for the application of visual navigation. As an important part in AUV, ULGS has to be controled by a computer but not human beings. This paper demonstrates a noval unmanned detection system with the help of ULGS which can be integrated into an AUV. An embedded platform running VxWorks is used for real-time image processing and system control. A USB client driver is designed to make VxWorks communicate with ULGS. A PC can be used as an optional part which accomplishes data transfer to VxWorks through a network based on TCP/IP protocal. With a particular task, VxWorks can control the system to frame an imge, process the data and adjust ULGS for a next frame. In underwater test, this system has been proved effectively to get underwater images good enough for AUV's navigation. Future work will focus on image processing algorithms for particular applications. GPU acceleration may be used to improve the image processing speed which is the main bottleneck of speeding up the whole system. This system can work with other machine vision units turning out to be a multisensory fusion system in order to give better implication for AUV's navigation.
